TOWN OF HOPKINTON
18 Main Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748

COVID-19 Updates & Precautions
May 14, 2020 update
Previous updates and additional information and resources can be found
here:
https://coronavirus-hopkintonma.hub.arcgis.com/
While Town Hall and municipal buildings are physically closed to the public, we are open for
business. Many transactions can be completed online, and we are available via phone and
email to assist during regular business hours. A full Town Directory can be found here. A box
at the front door of Town Hall may be used to drop off correspondence, applications, etc., and
they may also be mailed or emailed. Parks, Playgrounds and Playing Fields are closed.
As of 9:00 a.m. on 5/14/20, Hopkinton’s Health Department is reporting 105 total confirmed
COVID-19 cases; 29 of those cases are active, with 65 recoveries and 11 deaths. You can see
historical tracking and updates on Hopkinton’s Community Impact Dashboard:
Massachusetts Department of Public Health COVID-19 weekly Dashboard - NEW UPDATE
Weekly update released on Wednesdays https://www.mass.gov/doc/covid-19-dashboard-may-13-2020/download
Hopkinton Public Library Collecting Reflections on Pandemic Experiences - NEW
UPDATE:
The library is seeking to collect information about the experiences of individuals and families in
our immediate community during the COVID-19 pandemic. Although a wide variety of data
about the pandemic will ultimately be recorded, personal stories from people who are living
through the situation today will be important to give citizens in the future a sense of what
day-to-day life was like during this historic time.
Please help us by filling out a quick survey at http://ow.ly/3mUU50zE4vy. All questions are
optional. Responses will be recorded for posterity and made available in a local history
collection we are creating about the pandemic.
Annual Town Election information - REMINDER
Click here for the Press Release
Click here for a Vote by Mail FAQ
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Summer Camps, Pools, Beaches:
The Hopkinton Health Department expects guidance from the Massachusetts Department of
Public Health (MDPH) by the end of this week on camps, summer programming, pools and
beaches. As more information becomes available, Hopkinton will share that guidance in futures
update(s).
****************************************************************
You can find many resources and more information at
https://coronavirus-hopkintonma.hub.arcgis.com/
Hopkinton also posts frequently on social media. Our Twitter is the best place to keep up with
all happenings Hopkinton. You don’t need an account to see our twitter feed:
https://twitter.com/HopkintonMA
Complete list of Emergency Orders and Guidance from Mass.gov
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/covid-19-state-of-emergency
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